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Game Time! Are You Prepared To Hit or Will The Moment Overwhelm You?You have been sitting
on the bench for eight innings, waiting for your opportunity to show the coach your skills at the
plate. With a tie game during the final inning, the coach spits out his sunflower seeds and looks
in your direction: “grab a bat, you are hitting next!” A wave of excitement strikes: finally, a moment
to complete. The player in the starting lineup (the player who coach chose to start over you
today) had a difficult couple of games in a row. Now, the coach has given you the opportunity to
play. The pressure begins to mount. A big hit in this at-bat could lead to your joining the starting
lineup next game. Most importantly, today’s game is on the line and the team needs a victory.
After the initial wave of pressure and excitement, you regain your mental focus. You are strong-
minded, mentally prepared for the opportunity. You analyze the competing pitcher while warming
up in the batting box. Finally, with the winning run on second base, two outs, you step to the
plate. Are you ready to compete or will the moment overwhelm you?This is the book that GETS
REAL about hitting. No fluff. No smoke. Have the right approach and be the hitter you want to
be.In this Hitting Technique book, you will discover:- MENTALLY DEAL WITH SLUMPS-
DEVELOP IMPROVED FOCUS IN THEIR TRAINING- BECOME A BETTER SITUATIONAL
HITTER- CUSTOMIZE THEIR SWING TO FIT THEIR STRENGTHS- BE MORE CONFIDENT
AND POSITIVE IN THEIR APPROACHAnd so much more!Learn How To Have Quality At-Bats
and a Winner's MindsetTake advantage today and order this book now!



CHAPTER 1KEY ASPECTS OF A GREAT HITTERYou don’ t have to be a total genius to be a
great hitter. However, there are some very important principles that anyone must follow in order
to become a superior hitter in both baseball and softball. Those with the most effective approach
at the plate have a greater chance offundamentally expanding their likelihood of achievement.
Both their physical and mental components must be in harmony or else their chances of
succeeding will be slim. Not all hitters utilize indistinguishable strategies to show up at an
effective hitting approach. There are various ways for players, everything being equal, to foster a
triumphant way of hitting, yet there are some center components that ought to be utilized to
guarantee a more prominent arrangement of consistency in the hitter’s crate. Knowing what
regions to zero in on, intellectually and genuinely, is the thing that’s generally vital to anybody
that tries to be a hostile power as a hitter.Even however the keys to hitting are somewhat
straightforward in nature, the course of change requires to a greater degree a logical technique
for posing the right inquiries and looking to find the right answers that best fit every player as a
novel individual.Statistically, the absolute best hitters to at any point play have had profession
midpoints of around .300 or better (a 30% achievement rate). The edges between a fruitful hitter
and an ineffective one can be fairly thin. A player getting one additional hit for each ten at-bats
would be the distinction of going three-for-ten as opposed to going four-for-ten. This apparently
little contrast per ten at-bats over a whole season would bring about one batting normal
being .300 and different being.400—a significant distinction when alluding to insights for a whole
season. Notwithstanding, assuming a hitter sees their movement thusly, it very well may be less
overpowering. Assuming a player basically endeavors to work on enough to at minimum oversee
only an additional one hit for every ten atbats, it could have a significant effect in the long
run.Let’s examine the four significant regions that all hitters without a doubt need to concentrate
on.THE FOUR KEY ASPECTS OF A GREAT HITTERMindsetAt the more elevated levels of the
game, the pitcher-hitter matchups become more like a chess game. As pitchers oversee their
pitches and as hitters gain more bat influence, bat speed, and expertise, it takes something
beyond crude ability and normal conceived physicality. Stepping up to the plate without a
winner’s mindset will cause a batter to be too reactionary and will stifle the focus and intent of
the hitter—the clear and unwavering intent of stepping into the box with an idea of what the
outcome will be from the atbat. Outlook manages your will to contend at a significant level. The
appropriate outlook might be the most promptly accessible characteristic to gain since it doesn’t
take ability, just sheer will and assurance, which can be acquired immediately later a player
concludes they need to change for the better.PhilosophyWhat is your “statement of purpose” as
a hitter? The outlook is more according to a demeanor point of view while theory manages
methodology and an engaged course of action. Mentality can prepare you advertised up and to
go while the way of thinking gives you the diagram on the most proficient method to execute the
arrangement. A hitter with a solid hitting reasoning will not just theory the following pitch or trust



that something kindness occur. Do you have any idea about what you need to achieve in this at-
bat or are you basically going to make things up along the way and simply perceive how things
turn out?TechniqueThis includes hitting the right way, which will make more predictable
outcomes. A hitter can know the way of thinking and have the attitude, however without strategy,
it will be more diligently to get the outcomes they need on a reliable premise. It relates to the
things that a hitter needs to do actually, like utilizing the right structure, equilibrium, and swing
way. This will likewise incorporate things likeStancePoint of contactFollow
throughFinishTimingWithout timing, method doesn ’t have the chance to assume its part in the
swing. Beside having the right outlook and theory as a hitter, this is the most significant. Even a
hitter with flattering technique or gifted with physical strength will not be able to hit consistently
without the timing. You essentially can’t hit the ball assuming your bat isn’t in the hitting zone at
the time that the ball is crossing the plate. Even those who have bad technique have a chance at
a decent hit as long as they have the right timing. If one of these four regions are deficient with
regards to, you really want much more from the other three to redress. For instance, a need
mentality will cause for a player to require a far superior hitting reasoning to remain above water,
however that is only one case. The following are a couple of more instances of potential mixes
where an absence of one can be adjusted by the assistance of the others.Good Mindset/Good
Technique/Good Timing/Bad Philosophy Good Mindset/Good Philosophy/Good Timing/Bad
Technique Good Mindset/Good Philosophy/Good Technique/Bad Timing Good Philosophy/
Good Technique/Good Timing/Bad Mindset Good Philosophy/Good Mindset/Good Timing/Bad
Technique Good Philosophy/Good Mindset/Good Technique/Bad Timing Good Technique/Good
Philosophy/Good Timing/Bad Mindset Good Technique/Good Timing/Good Mindset/Bad
Philosophy Good Technique/Good Mindset/Good Philosophy/Bad Timing Good Timing/Good
Philosophy/Good Technique/Bad Mindset Good Timing/Good Technique/Good Mindset/Bad
Philosophy Good Timing/Good Mindset/Good Philosophy/Bad TechniqueTake a decent glance
at every blend and see where you fit in as a hitter. You can have somewhere around three of
these spaces flawless and still have the option to have a fair way to turn into a reliable hitter.
Obviously, you generally have a shockingly better possibility as a hitter in the event that you can
become productive at each of the four regions. A few hitters are adequately lucky to have the
option to pull off just having two of these characteristics. These hitters are clearly considerably
more helpless before great pitchers at whatever point they face them, however it doesn’t mean
they don’t have a potential for success at all.Physically speaking, the two most important areas
mentioned above are technique and timing.Mentally speaking, the two most important areas
mentioned above are mindset and philosophy.All four (strategy, timing, mentality, and reasoning)
are interlaced, reliant, and affect one another.The shut down region that the bolt is highlighting in
this Venn graph delineates where each player ought to endeavor to be as a total hitter. In the
event that a player can further develop their ability level in every one of the four regions, they
have the most obvious opportunity at having a higher batting normal. Notice that all regions
cover and have an orientation on each other. Additionally, notice there are a few regions where



you could envelop everything except one part of hitting (like the blends referenced before).
These four spaces of hitting can be developed paying little heed to regular ability.Strength and
Power (The Honorable Mention)Players need to remember that the goal is to get the best out of
what they have while understanding that everybody isn’t a “power hitter.” This fifth variable, in
contrast to the next four, has a roof for most players. More modest players can unfortunately get
a limited amount a lot more grounded. Strength is connected to actual ability and not such a
great amount on how regularly you work on developing it. Despite the fact that you can invest a
great deal of energy endeavoring to expand strength, the individuals who are not truly fit for
being reliable homer hitters can indeed do a limited amount a lot to maximize their power. For
this reason it is essential to work inside the boundaries of a hitter’s greatest capacity.All four of
the unchangeable center standards of a total hitter in addition to the fifth variable of force make
the most balanced player. The five components resemble every one of the five fingers on a
hand, each working freely of each other yet more proficient as a unit—ready to lift each finger in
turn yet ready to throw an incredible uppercut when utilized together.Be pleased with the spaces
you are solid in, while as yet focusing on what needs improvement. A few hitters might be better
than expected in at least one of the spaces above yet may likewise battle in at least one region.
The goal is to keep up with the abilities you as of now have in your present qualities while
continually updating the regions where you want enhancement.There are two types of hitters —
the one you are and the one you know you can be. What stands in the way of your transition from
the hitter you are now to the one you want to become isn’t always a physical matter (i.e. strength
or technique). It usually lies in the knowledge that is acquired and then applied — what a hitter
realizes and, all the more critically, what they implement.CHAPTER 2QUALITY vs.
QUANTITYHow you hit during training is a higher priority than how many.The quality of the
practice habits that a hitter has are the keys to building a solid and consistent swing. Many
people believe that good oldfashioned hard work is all that’s needed for becoming a supreme
hitter. When it comes down to it, hard work can actually harm aplayer ’s swing assuming that
they aren’t doing it effectively. Assuming that their swing isn’t being done effectively, they will
wind up pursuing negative routines over and over, which will set a deficient strategy. Therefore
ensuring that by and by, quality consistently precedes amount. Just when a hitter arrives at a
degree of value in their swing through preparing with the right mentor, posing the right inquiries,
or concentrating on the perfect measure of video will amount best serve them. It isn’t until those
things are done that their amount of reiterations will be of advantage. Rehearsing the incorrect
way dully will just assist you with improving at doing some unacceptable things.A hitter choosing
to simply “swing until they sort it out” could possibly be driving themselves down a war zone.
Albeit, a few players can recuperate from long stretches of negative quirks, it’s not prescribed to
exceed all expectations you don’t need to. The less time you spend rehearsing a terrible strategy
as a hitter, the less measure of time you will spend showing your body some unacceptable
procedure through muscle memory.It should be a player ’s most extreme need to ensure that
quality is consistently at the bleeding edge of their goal upon the beginning of each training



meeting. This implies that ten minutes of value practice time is more compelling than an hour of
languid practice. Ten swings done appropriately is more powerful than 100 swings managed
without center and attention.The greatest deterrent to keeping up with quality when rehearsing is
focus. Beside being given the essential information on the best method for swinging, focus is
one of the main establishments of a quality preparing or practice meeting. It’s the primary thing
that isolates quality from amount. Without the perfect measure of focus, a hitter’s psyche can
meander into their own fantasy land. The center is muchmore straightforward to keep when
practice has recently started, however when a hitter has taken a specific measure of swings,
they are bound to lose center around what matters.Daydreaming concerning what ’s for supper
or the great you and your companions are heading out to have at the motion pictures throughout
the end of the week will begin to sneak in. When you take your mind away from making sure that
you are practicing correctly, your body can start to revert back to bad habits without you even
being aware of it. Despite the fact that your brain isn’t completely occupied with the swing, your
body consistently is.Remember that our bodies retain developments, the great and the awful.
Therefore we should keep a nearby watchman on each development we make while rehearsing.
It is ideal to do this until we’ve fostered the best swing design and can depend erring on our
legitimate muscle memory from numerous hours and swings. Until the muscle memory sets in,
an extremely unique consideration must be given to every single development that happens.
Scrupulousness should be at a record-breaking high.WHAT IS A“QUALITY DRILL”?Is there such
an incredible concept as an awful drill for a hitter to rehearse? Frequently mentors or simply
individuals overall inside the baseball and softball networks, will talk about what comprises a
decent drill or a terrible drill. Honestly, any drill you participate in can be a“terrible drill” on the off
chance that it isn’t being done well. Some might see a drill as being terrible just on the grounds
that they don’t comprehend or see the worth in the thing is being educated or showing it
correctly.For instance, a passerby might grumble about a drill basically on the grounds that they
are not completely proficient of what the drill instructs. Quality preparing needs to begin with
quality guidance and learning. A decent educator and great understudy go inseparably. A player
ready to learn and develop as a hitter with nobody there to show them will bring about not
arriving at their potential at the rate wherein they are conceivable, which doesn’t mean they
can’t.Exactly the same thing goes for a teacher or mentor willing and equipped for showing the
data important to a hitter attempting to work on their game, yet assuming the player isn’t willing
to be a decent audience to fuse the guidance into their game, it will not have a decent
result.*Getting Creative*Softball incredible, Laura Berg, reviewed a period in school when she
needed to getimaginative with her preparation regimen.“ In school, I would remove my bedding
from my bed and put it in a tough spot in my room and hit balls off of a development cone
(utilized instead of a tee). I had the option to get huge loads of redundancies this way.”This might
sound over the top to a few, yet to the people who need to be incredible, nothing will prevent
them from extending their innovativeness to land the position done.WHY IT’S IMPORTANT TO
SLOW IT DOWNDoing drills at maximum speed can at times make it hard to tell whether or not



a drill is being done effectively. Generally, the hitter can’t understand what they are doing all
through the swing without the assistance of video or a mirror. They additionally may not be on
top of their swing enough to have the option to feel assuming something is turning out badly with
their procedure or form.Performing the swing gradually will assist with ensuring that hitters don ’t
miss any means with their swings. Dry swings are extraordinary for all hitters. A dry swing would
be equivalent to a fighter doing what’s called shadowboxing during preparing. Thus, the hitter
isn’t really hitting a ball during a dry swing. All things being equal, they are basically imagining
themselves hitting a fanciful ball. The more slow you play out a dry swing, the simpler it is to
have the option to get when you are accomplishing something wrong like turning over with the
lead hand, plunging the back shoulder, dropping the hands, etc.A hitter ought to consistently
look to swing at not exactly max throttle while focusing on creating method, particularly while
revising a particular imperfection in the swing. Slow movement drills assist with elevating the
thoughtfulness regarding detail.Using a full length reflect is additionally an incredible instrument
in aiding hitters while doing slow-movement drills. Since video examination isn’t consistently
accessible for everything players, mirrors can fill in as a method for offering a hitter a chance to
see what they’re doing. It’s a lot simpler to get botches in method when swings are done
gradually and with regard for detail.
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